Oracle Gold Partner Windward To Exhibit Java Reporting Tools at JavaOne
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Boulder, CO – Oracle Gold Partner Windward, the experts in reporting, document generation and
business intelligence software, has announced it will offer hands-on demonstrations of its Java and
Oracle reporting solutions at JavaOne. Attendees who stop by Booth 5310 will be able to learn firsthand
how to break the reporting bottleneck, gain unique insight into complex data stored in Oracle
databases, and see the results of customized ROI calculators.
"We're happy to be returning as an exhibitor to JavaOne, the premier conference for Java developers,"
said Shirley Clawson, CEO of Windward.
Windward's reporting and document generation tools keep report creation to a three-step process.
Businesses of all industries and sizes can insert data stored in databases, XML files, Excel spreadsheets,
SharePoint lists and other data sources into templates designed in Microsoft Office. Reports and
documents are generated in the Windward Engine, which is available for Java or .NET, or via the
platform-agnostic, web-based Javelin server. The final product is output in a wide range of formats,
including DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, PDF, HTML, RTF, XLS, WordML, TXT, CSV or direct to printer.
Experts from the worldwidrepore Java community are planning unique and leading-edge content to
share with attendees at JavaOne 2012. Tracks this year range from the stronger-than-ever Core Java
Platform to advancements in tools and techniques that make it easier to write better code in less time.
Also covered will be the application development languages that utilize the power of the JVM, including
Groovy, JavaScript, JRuby, Kotlin, and Scala.
The five-day JavaOne conference begins September 30 in San Francisco. For more information, please
visit http://www.oracle.com/javaone/index.html.
About the Oracle PartnerNetwork
Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) Specialized is the latest version of Oracle's partner program that provides
partners with tools to better develop, sell and implement Oracle solutions. OPN Specialized offers
resources to train and support specialized knowledge of Oracle products and solutions and has evolved
to recognize Oracle's growing product portfolio, partner base and business opportunity. Key to the latest
enhancements to OPN is the ability for partners to differentiate through Specializations. Specializations
are achieved through competency development, business results, expertise and proven success. To find
out more visit: http://www.oracle.com/partners.
About Windward
Windward offers business intelligence, enterprise reporting, document generation and Web-based
business intelligence solutions. Launched in 2002, Windward is the only full-featured, robust Java and
.NET engine to use Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint as a layout tool, putting template design and
report and document generation power in the hands of the end user. Any Office user can easily and

securely create reports and documents with almost no learning curve. Additionally, OEMs and VARs use
Windward’s reporting component.
Windward works by merging any XML, SQL or custom data source—or any combination thereof—with a
Microsoft Office report template. It feeds data into the template to create a what-you-see-is-what-youget report or document that can be generated in DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, PDF, HTML, direct to printer, RTF,
XLS, WordML, TXT, and CSV. Windward runs as a standalone application or in an enterprise computing
environment. Also unique, Windward implements in hours, offers affordable server-based pricing, and
offers “prompt, fantastic” technical support via a 24/7 support forum and support contracts. A free trial
of Windward's products is available at www.windward.net.
The Windward user group spans 70 countries. User applications include financial statements, inventory
reports, product-usage reports, purchase orders, invoices, training certificates, timesheets, and licenses.
Other applications include reporting to meet requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley, International Financial
Reporting Standards, Patriot Act, ARRA, HIPAA, Health Level Seven, Gramm-Leach-Blailey, Basel II, and
other U.S. and international acts and accords affecting financial services, real estate, government, and
insurance industries and the consultants and integrators serving them.
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